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NUMBER 1
THE 7YEAR HUNT FOR ITALY’S
MOST ELUSIVE KILLER

“One of the most ambitious DNA hunts ever undertaken”
– The Indpendent
“Not to be missed”
– The Evening Standard
“The fastpaced narrative brings it closer to fiction”
– Il Giornale
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UNKNOWN MALE NUMBER 1
THE 7-YEAR HUNT FOR ITALY’S MOST ELUSIVE KILLER
A THRILLING NEW 4x45MIN TRU-CRIME SERIES
YADDO, RUN TO ME FILM & NORMAL LIFE PICTURES
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
SKY ITALIA & BBC STORYVILLE
The fast-paced narrative brings it closer to fiction
– Il Giornale (Italy)
Many people have tried to tell the story, but nobody achieved what Hugo Berkeley has
– Corriere della Sera (Italy)
Not to be missed / Pick of the Day
– Evening Standard, Independent and Guardian (UK)
A new true-crime documentary miniseries has all Italy talking. “Unknown
Male Number 1” (“Ignoto 1”) tells the story of the most high profile and
unbelievable murder investigation in recent Italian history, resulting from the
tragic and brutal slaying of 13-year old Yara Gambiarasio near her home in
northern Italy in 2010. Recounted through the intimate testimony of the
tenacious and emotionally-invested lead prosecutor, Letizia Ruggeri, the
series gives audiences unfettered access to one of the most complicated
forensic investigations ever undertaken, anywhere. And, following the 2014
arrest of a local builder, Massimo Bossetti, for Yara’s murder, the series
follows his defence through a year-long trial, embedding with his lawyers and
asking whether the central DNA evidence really stands up to scrutiny. With a
sensitive and cinematic approach to its subject matter, “Unknown Male
Number 1” is both a thrilling account of a remarkable criminal investigation
and a tender portrait of life, death and justice in present day Italy.
Critics and audiences have lauded “Unknown Male Number 1” in both Italy
(Sky Atlantic) and the UK (BBC Storyville), noting that the series marries a
clinical Northern-European storytelling approach to a pot boiling, passionate
Italian narrative.
“Unknown Male Number 1” is an Italian-British Co-Production, Directed by
Hugo Berkeley and Produced by Alessandro de Rita and Lawrence Elman.
Hugo Berkeley has won several awards for his documentary films, including a
Peabody and the Tribeca Film Festival Best Documentary award. He is
currently directing “The Jazz Ambassadors” for PBS, BBC and ZDF Arte.

Yara, all the voices of a crime on TV – Corriere della Sera (Main Italian Daily), Sunday March 12th 2017
“When you are young you are full of ideals, mine was justice”. These are the words with which Public Prosecutor Letizia Ruggeri starts the story. Her hair
is shorter than it was seven years ago, when, from one day to the next, her life was turned upside down together with that of an entire community who was
unfamiliar with scandal.
A few minutes changed everything: the minutes in which a 13 year old girl seemed to have disappeared into thin air. Since then the name Yara Gambirasio
became familiar to everyone, forever connected to one of the most complicated and heart-felt events of the crime news columns of recent years.
Many people have tried to tell the story,
stor but nobody did what Hugo Berkeley has done with Murder in Italy, a documentary with a cinematographic cut
broadcast on Sky Atlantic HD starting on Sunday the 12th of March (at 11.15 PM) and on the following three Sundays. A production that lasted overt two
years that sprung from an idea of the BBC. The contact with Sky was made thanks to the Dig Awards, prizes for video inquiry journalism, which promotes
contact between reporters and those who can finance their productions, in this case Run to Me, Sky and BBC.
For the first time all the protagonists connected to the murder of the child have been interviewed: people who, starting with Public Prosecutor Ruggeri, had
never spoken like this in front of the cameras. The different levels intertwine: if on one hand the images portray the drama, on the other they show the context. They describe the dismay of the placid province that starts to understand that evil is not necessarily distant, but very near, confused within it. The pain
of Yara’s parents comes next. And, like in a clamorous backstage, reveals the dynamics of the inquiries from the very moment of her disappearance.
What did Ruggeri think when the Carabinieri warned her that a young girl hadn’t returned home after her rhythmic gymnastics class? “The 26th of November of 2010 I was subbing for a colleague – she explains – that wasn’t meant to be my shift. I received the call after 8 PM”.
The hands of time go back, they return to 2010. Everybody has his own point of view. Because if this was what was going on in the prosecutor’s office, in
the meantime the police and media (you can also see Giuliana Ubbiali and Claudio Del Frate of the Corriere) were also at work and soon flocked to Brembate, the small town of eight thousand inhabitants where Yara lived. Yara, who suddenly become the key point of so many lives, distant and yet connected.
Because this “normal young girl, with a normal family, who lived in a normal provincial town” could have been “anyone’s daughter”, as the vicar of the community said in one of his first sermons after the disappearance.
Yara seemed to have vanished into thin air. Berkley makes us relive those days, the stages of the impressive hunt for the girl, with the dog search teams
which arrived from Switzerland: three different dogs headed for the construction site of Mapello. Three months later by pure chance they discovered the
body. But if this, right until the sentence of Massimo Bosetti for the murder of little girl, is the story, the documentary also tells us what the people involved
felt. Like the forensic scientist, who admits how difficult it was to be separated from Yara’s body after trying to obtain as much information from it as possible over a two month period: “It had become an absolute presence”. But Yara had become this for many people: for her family, obviously, but also for the
Public Prosecutor’s Office, the police, the geneticists. And later also for the defence team and for the protagonists of the trial. Because Yara’s case is also
this. It’s the story of the most ambitious manhunt following a genetic lead ever made until now.

CRITIC'S CHOICE;
GERARD GILBERT
PICK OF THE DAY Storyville: Murder In Italy 10pm, BBC4 Reallife murder is usually more
straightforward than the whodunits dreamt up by the likes of Chris Lang (Unforgotten) and
Chris Chibnall (Broadchurch)  but the case of Yara Gambirasio, a 13yearold Italian girl who
vanished in 2010, stumped police after her partlydecomposed body was discovered in a field
ten miles away. This briskly engrossing Storyville documentary weaves police and media
footage from the case that has fascinated Italy for seven years, to tell of one of the most ambi
tious DNA manhunts ever undertaken, led by magistrate Letizia Ruggeri (left), for a

killer dubbed (correctly if a tad presumptuously) Unknown Male No 1.

DIGITAL CHOICE
by Simon Horsford
Storyville: Murder in Italy BBC Four, 10.00pm An illicit affair, longforgotten family secrets and
20,000 DNA samples lie at the heart of this documentary detailing the hunt for the killer of
13yearold Yara Gambirasio, a case that gripped Italy in 2010. This film charts magistrate Le
tizia Ruggieri's fouryear hunt for the murderer and shows the methods used to track the
killer. Massimo Bossetti was convicted of the crime last year and sentenced to life in prison.

Unknown Male,
Sky series
doesn’t gorge
on noir
With the documentary film in four episodes “Unkonwn Male Number 1”, Sky joins the grand ball of
crime news: this is already a piece of news in
itself, given that despite having an all news channel, Murdoch’s platform avoids concentrating on
gruesome stories (while Rai and Finivest don’t
have one, but they insist). But this co-production
that features the involvement of BBC (SkyTg24,
Sunday evening) is not a U-turn. Technically it is
an auteur documentary, in Gianfranco Rosi style.
And it’s a media challenge: even the thorniest of
themes, such as the murder of Yara Gambirasio,
can be handled in a painful and yet dry style,
thanks to the accounts of those directly involved,
without mediation or emphasis, real storytelling.
The Public Prosecutor Letizia Ruggeri breaks her
silence to tell us about the stages of an inquiry
that crossed new scientific boundaries; and how
genetics is the real card index we are all filed in. It
might sound like not much, but this not much is
everything. Since Cogne we have seen pretty
much everything: plastic models, wire tapping rere
cited like Macbeth, journalists forced to guard the
doorbell of suspects and to scour the crime
scenes, not to mention the columnists who never
miss the occasion of a corpse only to be able to
show their faces on TV. I started to suspect that
the only way to cover gruesome crimes was the
soap opera style, Murder in Italy proves otherwise. And it suggests that among the culprits
there might also be the butler. That’s to say TV.

Yara’s Murder told
like never before
by Luca Beatrice (Mar 19 2017)
“Unknown Male 1” was the name given to the first potential murderer of Yara Gambirasio, the poor thirteen year old girl killed in
the province of Bergamo in 2010. They only knew he had light
coloured eyes, that he was a male and that he probably belonged to the same community as the victim.
This first certainty was reached after months of investigation. To
begin with, to use an expression of crime novels, “investigators
groped in the dark”. Then the inquiry became more sophisticated thanks to technology, to competence, to the studies of the
RIS and to the contribution of American experts. Had it not
been a young girl, the death of whom upset all of Italy due to the
normality and simplicity of her and her family’s life, it could
have been described as a case that moved public opinion taking
over the crime news sections of newspapers and news broadcasts.
Seven years later, the murder of Yara Gambirasio has become a
four episode format that will be broadcast starting on Sunday
on Sky Atlantic. From a formal point of view, it’s a product that’s
hard to define: it’s not just a documentary, because the
fast-paced narrative rhythm brings it closer to the world of fiction, but it’s not fiction either given that it’s a dramatically true
case.
A new discourse, very popular in the USA, which retraces
events thanks to unreleased footage, witnesses, interviews
sewn together by director Hugo Berkley’s hand. Like in a suspense movie we follow the story, starting from that sad day of
the 26th of November 2010, when the young girl didn’t return
home after going to the gym. And immediately everyone assumed the worse. The Public Prosecutor Letizia Ruggeri, who
headed the investigation, is the narrative voice. Other characters are the forensic scientist Cattaneo, the colonel Lago, the
journalist Giorgio Tosi, between inquiries, suppositions, suspects. In the background is the small community of Brembate di
Sopra, a town like many others, cold, rainy, closed, where everybody knows everybody, the ideal setting for a film of the Coen
brothers, if they ever decide to film in Italy
In the first episode of Murder in Italy, after the story of the crude
and famous event, the suspense grows as the plot thickens: the
first suspect is released, the launch of the genetic tests, drawing slowly but constantly nearer to the truth. With two really intense moments: the discovery of the corpse, Saturday the 26th
of February 2011, on which it was extremely difficult to find objective evidence because of the body’s prolonged exposition to
the elements, and the funeral of May 27th, when the Gambirasio
family was supported by thousands of people. In the background the inquiries continue and those analytical competencies that would appear to exist only in films can be found also in
reality. So the viewer discovers unimaginable scientific secrets,
well beyond the famous intuitions of investigators. The developments are to be closely followed.

